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Managing Forms
with Quadient Inspire
Streamline processes for the production and
management of forms, from paper to digital.
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For many organizations, transforming forms
management practices from paper to digital
introduces significant challenges. There are many
reasons why your organization may continue to
keep PDF forms and paper forms in use. Industry
regulations, compliance requirements or difficulties
finding a hybrid solution that brings together
offline and online processes represent just a few.
While paper forms and PDFs forms remain in
heavy use, they are often implemented poorly,
making them difficult to manage, inefficient, and
cumbersome to use. In many instances, PDF and
offline forms are managed separately from digital
forms – adding complexity and increased costs.
Due to the important nature of the data that
forms are designed to collect, making the intake
of information via forms more efficient has
become a high priority for document management
and customer experience professionals.

Forms management maturity model
As companies look to
optimize the intake of
customer data through
forms, they tend to
follow a maturity
model similar to this:

Al-driven two-way
communications
including chatbots
level

4

5

Two-way, HTML-based
forms (web & mobile)

Integration of data
into eForms
level

2

level

3

Electronic forms
(PDF & eForms)

Paper forms

Making the jump directly from
paper forms to full HTML5-based
interactions is near impossible
for most organizations, due to
gaps in system connectivity, data
security, and legacy processes. As
a result, paper and PDF forms are
still a reality for many businesses.
Highly regulated industries often
manage hundreds or thousands
of different forms, many of
which are generated by legacy
technology solutions and support
the same function. Often times,
organizations are managing
forms that are output by multiple
customer communications
management (CCM) or document
management solutions.

level

Electronic, or PDF forms, are
digital representations of
traditional paper forms and are
capable of capturing content
fields typed into a document and
presenting it as variable data to
other systems. Once integrated
with core systems, CCM systems
generate personalized PDF forms
that are pre-filled with content.
They also offer better support
for self-service, as they may be
downloaded, filled out, printed
and returned via email. Once
returned via electronic means,
such as email, the data from
these forms may be set up to
automatically pass through to
other systems.

level

1

Businesses manage many different
types of forms including:
•

•

•

•

Forms that may not
be modified including
government filed, regulatory
and ISO forms
Batch forms which are issued,
received or processed in large
quantities
On-demand forms which are
initiated either by customers
or by employees
Legal and compliance forms

Examples of common industry-specific forms include:
INSURANCE
•
•
•
•
•
•

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Quote forms
Claims forms
Certificate of insurance request
Car insurance quote request
Group benefits forms
Plan administrator’s statement

HEALTHCARE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Credit application
Loan application
Non-conformity Report
Account acceptance
Payroll
Brokerage account application
Verification of identity
Guarantees
Declaration of eligibility
Withholding statements

UTILITIES AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Extended Health Care Claim
Dental Claim
Drug Prior Authorization
Enrolment or Re-enrolment Application
Refusal of coverage
Beneficiary Designation
Drug Prior Authorization
Out of Province/Out of Country Claim

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General account inquiry
Moving, opening, closing accounts
Pre-payment authorization
Temporary service removal
Upgrades and new services
Legal name change
Transfer of business ownership

Why is managing forms important?
Whether they are designed to
help you interact with customers,
members, employees or patients,
forms are designed to help your
organization collect and share data,
and efficiently convert these inputs
into useable data. As such, forms
have strategic value, allowing you
to integrate data out of and back
into core systems – driving higher
efficiencies, more accuracy and
ensuring compliance with productspecific regulations. Better forms
integration also provides cost
savings opportunities by allowing
you to reduce inbound call traffic,
streamline document management
and improve overall productivity.
Reducing paper forms yields a quick
payback, as they are slow to create,

expensive to produce, unsecured and
disconnected from other document
output and content updates. In
addition, moving to electronic /
PDF forms results in a 30% higher
completion rate, lower paper
handling and storage costs, reduced
time to produce and process
documents, and the ability to capture
data electronically to automate data
collection and sharing.
Many Quadient customers start
with forms rationalization projects
as they yield a fast return on
investment, while setting up
their organization with customer
communications templates that
are scalable and ready to support
omnichannel output and future twoway communications requirements.

“ As an enterprise
customer in the
insurance space, we
produce our own
policies, claim forms
and letters. We are
migrating outputs
gradually, but
have had positive
feedback on the
ease of creation and
appearance of the
output.”
— IT Director, Large Enterprise Insurance Company

WHY CHOOSE QUADIENT INSPIRE FOR MANAGING FORMS?

The world’s leading CCM platform, Quadient
Inspire, helps companies around the world
transform and modernize their forms
management practices to drive efficiency,
improve accuracy, ensure compliance, reduce
costs and improve the customer experience.
Whether you are moving from print to PDF or
eForms or looking to build two-way HTML5based forms for web and mobile apps,
Quadient Inspire empowers you to optimize
the intake of customer data through forms,
no matter your level of maturity.

Quadient customers
report, on average a
60% faster form creation
rate after implementing
Quadient Inspire in
comparison to their
previous solution.

Migrate existing forms and create new
forms faster
While modernizing forms and process flows is never
easy, Quadient Inspire simplifies the process by allowing
you to import your current forms from existing PDF
files – including Acroform and XFA formats. It provides a
visual representation on-screen, enabling you to choose
which existing content pieces to use as you build out
new flows. And when you are ready to build brand
new forms, Quadient Inspire speeds your workflow.
Quadient customers report, on average a 60% faster
form creation rate after implementing Quadient Inspire
in comparison to their previous solution.

Connect to, and share information from,
Adobe Reader forms
The Quadient Inspire Forms Data Merger module offers
bi-directional capabilities. Personalized content may
be pulled from core systems and presented in Adobe
PDF forms to create personalized forms – making it
faster and easier for your customers to complete. Once
completed forms are received, the data merger module
re-integrates data from submitted forms, allowing you
to capture customer input back into your systems.

Integrated Docusign® capabilities
In today’s business environment, the faster you
get a customer signature the better – making
digital signature capabilities a must. With
Quadient Inspire, designers easily produce
sign able PDF files using the DocuSign® service.
Quadient Inspire provides a PDF Signature Area
Tool that makes it simple to add electronic
signature areas into PDF forms. The signature
area may be customized with graphics, dates
and a name to appear in the signature field.
Want to add e-signature capabilities into
documents being output from another
system? Inspire enables you to integrate
e-signature capabilies into existing print
streams, by converting the existing forms data
in real-time, integrating e-signature fields and
emailing the revised form to your customer.

Precise control over data merging
for technical users
If you are like most enterprises today, you have a
strong ETL tool and a Service Oriented Architecture.
Quadient Inspire is designed to work with your
current system, allowing you to maintain a single
source of truth and mitigate data security issues.
While many competitive products require you
to re-build ETL rules inside of communication
templates, Quadient Inspire connects to your
existing ETL solution(s), allowing you to extend your
current data across all customer communication
templates, providing you with the flexibility to add
data from multiple sources over time.
A drag and drop interface makes managing form
fields easy and gives you precise control over
data mergers.

JavaScript for advanced control
of forms
Quadient Inspire provides some of the most advanced
variable control on the market, including over 100 builtin content widgets, built-in tools to generate forms
and the ability to include content logic inside of forms.
It enables you to control form properties including
variable content, text colors, font selection, text size,
alignments, and variable spaces. With Quadient Inspire
you have the ability to add intelligence to static forms
by using JavaScript to allow the typed value of one
field to control or change another.

Online editor for non-technical users
Give your business users the ability to edit simple forms
via a HTML5 interface. By leveraging existing templates,
new forms that use existing data connections with core
systems, and are compliant with branding and legal
guidelines, may be created by non-technical users.

Seamless processing of dynamic
and static PDF forms
Digital forms are designed to capture input from
a third-party recipient with the help of various
form fields.

1.

The form designer uses CRM data to generate
customer fillable PDF files.

2. Forms are sent to recipients, who fill them out
and submit
3. The data from the HTTP server are used to
update the CRM and/or to re-create static,
non-interactive PDF documents (using the same
workflow) to be sent to the form recipients as
confirmations.

Support for a wide array
of form elements
Quadient Inspire is capable of supporting
a wide range of form elements, including:
Editing Values
•

Arbitrary text

•

Text with a character validation pattern

•

Integer number

•

Decimal number

•

Multi-line arbitrary text

•

Date

Santander Bank UK takes customer
onboarding to the next level
with Quadient Inspire
2019 CELENT MODEL
BANK AWARD WINNER

Choosing Values from a List

Santander Bank UK was recognized with a 2019
Celent Model Bank Award for their cutting-edge
Corporate Digital Onboarding (CDO) experience
through the use of digital forms powered by
Quadient Inspire.

•

Check box

Key achievements include:

•

Combo box

•

Greatly improved customer experience

•

List box

•

Radio buttons

•

Significant reduction in onboarding and
customer data entry time.

•

Single digital communication at the point of
account opening.

•

Improved back office performance.

Triggering an Action
•

Submit data

•

Reset data

•

Print

READ THE CASE STUDY

QUADIENT MAKES IT EASY FOR US TO MAKE REGULATORY
CHANGES TO POLICIES AND POLICY FORMS, ENSURING
THAT WE REMAIN IN COMPLIANCE.
Operations Manager, Medium Enterprise Insurance Company

Add two-way, HTML5-based
forms through web portals
and mobile apps
When you are ready to make the move from PDF forms
to full HTML5 forms, Quadient Inspire form templates
are ready to move with you. By adding Quadient Digital
Advantage Suite to Quadient Inspire, your forms and
templates may be modified for presentment via online
portals and mobile apps, without having to going through
a process re-design project with IT.

“The GUI makes designing forms that
much more efficient.”
Marketing Professional, Large Enterprise Media &
Entertainment Company
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